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Né mbéshtetje té nenit 92 paragrafi 4. dhe té nenit 93 paragrafi 4 té Kushtetutés sé Republikés sé 

Kosovés, té nenit 8, dhe nenit 16, paragrafi 6, nén paragrafi 6.2 té Ligjit Nr. 08/L-117 pér Qeveriné 
e Republikés sé Kosovés, duke u bazuar né nenin 4 té Rregullores Nr. 02/2021 pér Fushat e 
Pérgjegjésisé Administrative té Zyrés sé Kryeministrit dhe Ministrive e ndryshuar dhe e plotésuar 

me Rregulloren Nr. 04/2021 dhe me Rregulloren Nr. 03/2022, né pajtim me nenin 17 dhe 19 té 
Rregullores sé Punés sé Qeverisé sé Republikés sé Kosovés Nr. 09/2011, Qeveria e Republikés sé 

Kosovés, né mbledhjen e mbajtur mé 20 gusht 2023, merr kété: 

VENDIM 

1. Qeveria e Republikés sé Kosovés i bashkohet Deklaratés sé Pérbashkét té vendeve té G7 mbi 

mbéshtetjen pér Ukrainén. 

2. Mbéshtetja dhe pérkrahja ndaj Ukrainés, sipas Deklaratés nga pika 1. e kétij Vendimi, do 

zbatohet sipas legjislacionit té Republikés sé Kosovés. 

3. Vendimi hyn né fuqi ditén e publikimit né Gazetén Zyrtare té Republikés sé Kosovés. 

Albin KURTI 

Kryeministér i Republikés sé Kosovés 

Iu dérgohet: 

e Zévendéskryeministrave 

e Té gjitha ministrive (ministrave) 

e Sekretarit té Pérgjithshém té ZKM-sé 

e §=©Arkivit té Qeverisé
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G7: Joint declaration of support for Ukraine
We, the Leaders of the Group of Seven (G7), reaffirm our unwavering commitment to the strategic objective of a free,
independent, democratic, and sovereign Ukraine, within its internationally recognized borders, capable of defending itself and
deterring future aggression.

We affirm that the security of Ukraine is integral to the security of the Euro-Atlantic region.

We consider Russia’s illegal and unprovoked invasion of Ukraine to be a threat to international peace and security, a flagrant
violation of international law, including the UN Charter, and incompatible with our security interests. We will stand with Ukraine as it
defends itself against Russian aggression, for as long as it takes.

We stand united in our enduring support for Ukraine, rooted in our shared democratic values and interests, above all, respect for
the UN Charter and the principles of territorial integrity and sovereignty.

Today we are launching negotiations with Ukraine to formalize — through bilateral security commitments and arrangements
aligned with this multilateral framework, in accordance with our respective legal and constitutional requirements — our enduring
support to Ukraine as it defends its sovereignty and territorial integrity, rebuilds its economy, protects its citizens, and pursues
integration into the Euro-Atlantic community. We will direct our teams to begin these discussions immediately.

We will each work with Ukraine on specific, bilateral, long-term security commitments and arrangements towards:

a) Ensuring a sustainable force capable of defending Ukraine now and deterring Russian aggression in the future, through the
continued provision of:

● security assistance and modern military equipment, across land, air, and sea domains – prioritizing air defense, artillery and
long-range fires, armored vehicles, and other key capabilities, such as combat air, and by promoting increased interoperability
with Euro-Atlantic partners;

● support to further develop Ukraine’s defense industrial base;

● training and training exercises for Ukrainian forces;

● intelligence sharing and cooperation;

● support for cyber defense, security, and resilience initiatives, including to address hybrid threats.

b) Strengthening Ukraine’s economic stability and resilience, including through reconstruction and recovery efforts, to create the
conditions conducive to promoting Ukraine’s economic prosperity, including its energy security.

c) Providing technical and financial support for Ukraine’s immediate needs stemming from Russia’s war as well as to enable
Ukraine to continue implementing the effective reform agenda that will support the good governance necessary to advance
towards its Euro-Atlantic aspirations.

In the event of future Russian armed attack, we intend to immediately consult with Ukraine to determine appropriate next steps. We
intend, in accordance with our respective legal and constitutional requirements, to provide Ukraine with swift and sustained
security assistance, modern military equipment across land, sea and air domains, and economic assistance, to impose economic
and other costs on Russia, and to consult with Ukraine on its needs as it exercises its right of self-defense enshrined in Article 51
of the UN Charter. To this end, we will work with Ukraine on an enhanced package of security commitments and arrangements in
case of future aggression to enable Ukraine to defend its territory and sovereignty.

In addition to the elements articulated above, we remain committed to supporting Ukraine by holding Russia accountable. This
includes working to ensure that the costs to Russia of its aggression continue to rise, including through sanctions and export
controls, as well as supporting efforts to hold to account those responsible for war crimes and other international crimes committed



in and against Ukraine, including those involving attacks on critical civilian infrastructure. There must be no impunity for war crimes
and other atrocities. In this context, we reiterate our commitment to holding those responsible to account, consistent with
international law, including by supporting the efforts of international mechanisms, such as the International Criminal Court (ICC).

We reaffirm that, consistent with our respective legal systems, Russia’s sovereign assets in our jurisdictions will remain immobilized
until Russia pays for the damage it has caused to Ukraine. We recognize the need for the establishment of an international
mechanism for reparation of damages, loss or injury caused by Russian aggression and express our readiness to explore options
for the development of appropriate mechanisms.

For its part, Ukraine is committed to:

a) Contributing positively to partner security and to strengthen transparency and accountability measures with regard to partner
assistance;

b) Continuing implementation of the law enforcement, judiciary, anti-corruption, corporate governance, economic, security sector,
and state management reforms that underscore its commitments to democracy, the rule of law, respect for human rights and
media freedoms, and put its economy on a sustainable path;

c) Advancing defense reforms and modernization including by strengthening democratic civilian control of the military and
improving efficiency and transparency across Ukraine’s defense institutions and industry.

The EU and its Member States stand ready to contribute to this effort and will swiftly consider the modalities of such contribution.

This effort will be taken forward while Ukraine pursues a pathway toward future membership in the Euro-Atlantic community.

Other countries that wish to contribute to this effort to ensure a free, strong, independent, and sovereign Ukraine may join this
Joint Declaration at any time.
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